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NEWSLETTER

The committee at work!

Our treasurer, Mr. Bamber stands guard over
The clubs funds. “Non shall pass”

Paul Heyes
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Hi,
I would like to begin by thanking Kevin for writing last month’s Chairman’s Chat at
fairly short notice. My dad had been taken into hospital in early February and
diagnosed with gallstone problems. Over the following months he was getting better
but then suffered from various infections, leading to sepsis, various medications and
antibiotics had no lasting effect. Towards the end of April and then May he became
very poorly and passed away on the 1st of June. So, as you can image some of the
club activities and the Chairman’s Chat weren’t at the top of my priorities.
Now on to club matters, we have a couple of announcements to catch-up with;
Andy Wood came first again in the Autotest in May and Stuart Riley’s Rubber
Bumper Midget was chosen for the Alan Fowler Trophy at SYCO night.

Stuarts car at Leighton Hall.
The committee would like to thank Howard Sturrock (last year’s SYCO winner) for
being kind enough to take on the challenge of picking this year’s SYCO night winner.
At the end of June, we had Bill’s Weekend Romp (formerly NTBHW) for which I
believe there will be a report later in the newsletter, but I just need to let everyone
know that on the Friday we had an emergency resulting in Gordon Mallett being
taken by Air Ambulance to Lancaster hospital, since then he has been making a good
recovery with an ever-improving picture. I am sure you will all join me in wishing him
all the best for a full recovery.
On a personal note, Karen and I would like to thank Mick and Chris Bamber for
picking up where Bill left off and organising another excellent weekend. We enjoyed
a great hotel, good company in a very scenic area.

The Cook & Barker Hotel, our base for the weekend.

Alnwick Castle, an impressive family home.
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On Saturday the 1st July members of the club took part in the Lostock Hall Carnival,
transporting the Carnival Queens in the Parade.
On the Sunday, 17 cars made the short journey up to Leighton Hall for the Classic
Car event. It’s a show, which as a club, we have attended for many years and
providing the weather is good, as it was this year it has a really good feel about it.
It’s well attended and in a wonderful setting with the Hall as a backdrop. During the
afternoon Graham Lockwood and Howard Sturrock took their cars into the arena for
judging in the appropriate classes and with good results, unfortunately, I was
enjoying myself too much and forgot to make a note of the placing's.

The following weekend we had the Sunday Run, Lunch and Treasure hunt organised
by Norman & Carole Lowe. The run started from the Phantom Winger at Broughton
with a 25-mile run through local countryside finishing in Booths car park in Garstang.
From there we had a walking treasure hunt around the centre of Garstang finishing
at “Th’owd Tithebarn” for lunch. I would like to thank Norman & Carole for
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organising an excellent event and those members who took part. After a tie-breaker
for the treasure hunt, the winners this year were Brian and Andrea Gouldthorpe.
It may have been the time of year with people on holiday or catching up with tasks
at home, as only seven cars turned up which is disappointing, particularly for Norman
and Carole considering how much effort was put into the event. Next year the
treasure hunt will probably revert back to the “drive it day” weekend which may help
and I think we also need to be mindful of how many events we are organising and how
close together they are so as to not over-commit.
We are now getting close to the closing date for entries to this year’s “Lancashire
Lanes Run” (which is on Sunday the 20th August) and as I write this I have only
received 2 entries from club members. So please see the entry form in the
newsletter and get it in the post or passed on at the next event or club night.
On the subject of the Lancashire Lanes Run. At the last committee meeting I
advised them that this would be the last year that I would be chairing (at least for
the foreseeable future) the run committee.
Back in 2000 I suggested to the then committee that we should organise a run that
was open to all MG’s and non-members. As a result of this I ended up joining the club
committee and first run committee. Since then I have helped organise some 14 or 15
of the 17 runs, but now need a break.
This means that we are now looking for a volunteer to chair the 2018 Lancashire
Lanes Run committee and to be able to start planning for then the committee ideally
needs to be in place by the end of August 2017. I am currently in the process of
writing a guide to organising the run and will be available to answer questions.
If there are any club members who would be interested in chairing next year’s run
committee please let myself or any of the club committee know.
I end my chat with reporting, that it is with great sadness that I must pass on the
news that Sue Clapham died suddenly at the end of May. I know we all enjoyed the
sight of seeing Sue, Roy complete with border collie at events in their ‘Y’ Type. We
all pass on sincere condolences to Roy and his family.
Announcements / reminders
Tue
Sun
Sun
Tue

Jul 25th.
Aug 6th.
Aug 20th.
Aug 29th.

Evening Run
MG Northern National
Lancashire Lanes Run (Please get your entries in)
Club Night

Well that’s all for now and hopefully see you on the next outing or club night.
Tony

SECRETARY SCRIBBLES
The newsletter is quite large this month, so I’ll keep my contribution fairly
small, for a change.
Tony has mentioned the various events we’ve participated in during June and
July, the two months in which we expect to get perfect weather. This is not
always the case – we had to cancel the Barbon Hill Climb event due to the
incessant rain on the day. But generally, the two months have been very kind
to us.
And last Sunday we had 9 cars take part in the Fleetwood Tram Day
procession, with our usual parking bay up near the North Euston Hotel. The
town was packed, the weather was perfect, and we all stayed to nearly 5pm!
It was good to see Gordon there, taking the passenger seat in his Dad’s
roadster - no walking stick, and clearly making good progress. He had his eye
on a green Sunbeam Rapier, which we all gave the once over. The overall
verdict was a car in A1 condition, and if you want that type of car, then it could
be a buy – at the right price. Go on Gordon, be a devil and get it bought!
Club night is on Tuesday the 25th this month. The club will hold an evening run,
starting and finishing from the Railway in Leyland, and I’ll issue a broadcast
nearer the time. It’s likely we will start the run at either 7pm or 7.30pm – please
note.
Lytham Hall Classic car show takes place on Sunday the 30th July. This will be
the club’s 1st visit to this event, and as it is club policy to order 10 passes only,
in advance of shows, that is all I have. I have noticed that Lytham Hall is now
fully booked, and won’t be taking any more entrants, which makes life difficult
for us with just the 10 passes. As I write this article I have no passes left, but if
there is a cancellation, I’ll let you know. I’m sorry that this is the case, and the
committee may review the allocation for this show next year.
It’s the Northern National at Pateley Bridge on Sunday the 6th August. This is
principally an MG event, and is an established show on the calendar. We pay
on the gate for this one. I think its £7. If the weather’s nice there should be a
good show of cars there.
I’ve discovered that the Scammonden Hill Climb event on the 13 th August is
not a ‘spectator’ event, and unfortunately this is cancelled on the club calendar.
However, on the same day, there is a classic car meet at St Catherine’s
Hospice, 10.00am until 2.00pm. Facilities, parking and food are excellent. The
Wolseley Club hosted the 1st meeting here on the 9th July. Howard Sturrock &
David Bulmer went, and both have confirmed what a good day it was.

GODFREY

Bill’s Weekend Romp 2017
The bedside alarm went off at 6.30am on Friday the 23rd June. I jumped out of
bed and looked out the window to see grey skies and the rain pelting down. But
who cares. It’s the first day of Bill’s Weekend Romp, this time to Alnwick,
Northumberland, and Ann & I were raring to go.
Leaving the house at 8am, hoping to miss the inevitable rush hour traffic on its
way to the M6, we duly arrived at Shackleton’s Garden Centre, near Clitheroe
around 9am for a bacon barm and coffee, and a chat with everyone else before
setting off.
The route began with a run through some of the best countryside that England
has to offer, following the line of the Settle to Carlisle railway and past the
recently renovated Garsdale station, before stopping for a pre-arranged coffee at
the Moorcock Inn at Garsdale Head, near Sedburgh. I was on car park duty. Four
cars hadn’t arrived, and news filtered through that Barry’s TD had stopped with
electrical problems, and Gordon and Andy were helping him out. Sadly, it was at
this stop that Gordon suffered a stroke and was airlifted by the Air Ambulance
service to Lancaster – news which we all learnt at our lunch stop further on.
Gordon’s parents, Trevor and Dorothy, diverted to Lancaster to be with Gordon,
and once his condition had stabilized, they made their way to re-join the rest of
us at the hotel that evening.
On leaving the Moorcock, we set off again through the Lune forest to Middleton
in Teesdale, and on to Stanhope for our lunch stop at the Durham Dales Centre.
We had now covered 82 miles since leaving Shackleton’s, and another 60 would
see us arrive at the Cook & Barker hotel, our base at Newton on the Moor, some 4
miles south west of Alnwick. A few drinkie poos in the bar before dinner, and I
opted for the Lemon Sole with a glass of wine. It had been a long day, everyone’s
thoughts were with Gordon, and it was good to see Trevor & Dorothy back in the
fold, knowing that Gordon was in a safe place, and stable.
Saturday morning – the sun was out! But there was a bit of a chill in the breeze.
After all, we were on the north east coast where it is degrees cooler. But
nevertheless, it was time to get the hood down for a trip into Alnwick, and an
arranged visit and tour of Alnwick Castle.
Alnwick Castle is presently the home of Ralph Percy, the 12th Duke of
Northumberland, and has been in the family name for some 700 years. It is a
place full of history, and we were entertained by a guide called Brian, who took
us through the incredible living quarters of the castle with all the splendor and
ornate decorations and pictures throughout. Brian was a humorous guy as he
spoke, and at one stage referred to one of the Duchesses as having her front teeth
sticking out ‘like guns on a frigate’! My Oh My! I think its fair to say we were all
very impressed with Alnwick Castle. Ann & I visited the quaint town centre, and
spent some time in Barters bookshop, now in the premises of the railway station,
closed down in the 60s with the Beeching cuts. Barters was started in 1991
initially as a bookshop where one could barter and swap books, and today it is
one of the biggest second hand bookshops in the country. Now this might not be
of any interest to you, but I have been searching for a particular 1st edition book
for years, called PATSY by H De Vere Stacpoole. It is a very rare book with irish
leanings in its storyline, and I do have the BLUE LAGOON, a more common book.
Would you believe it, but Barters had one copy in stock. So I bought it! Yes!
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Then back to the car for a run down the coast via Warkworth village, and its fine
castle, to Amble, a small fishing town. We then followed ‘the coastal route’ calling
in at Newton on Sea, and made our way back via Shilbottle (some funny names
up here!) to the hotel for yes – another drinkie poo at the bar. It was Sea Bream
for me tonight, and it was perfect. A nip of Grouse with Archie later on, and my
head hit the pillow at midnight. Another fine day!
Sunday the 25th, and the sun was out again! Today we would drive alongside the
Cheviots, heading for the coast and then cross a lengthy submergible causeway
onto Holy Island, the seat of Christianity in England. At the time of our visit, the
Castle was shrouded in scaffolding and plastic sheeting as a major refurbishment
is under way, but one can still walk around the building a to get a closer look at
it. Holy Island is a surprisingly busy place, with some 500 residents. There are
pubs, tea shops and of course the Lindisfarne Centre, comprising of an exhibition
centre, museum and Abbey. The causeway is about 3 miles long, and I can
imagine that drivers might chance their luck with the tides. Our lunch stop back
on the mainland, The Barn at Beale, enabled us to watch some late motorists
coming and going – some turned back on both sides realizing it was too dodgy.
As it was, the tide movements suited us perfectly. We drove along the causeway
about 10am, and drove back for lunch at 1.15pm.
The Castle on Holy Island as it looks at the present time

After lunch, we headed off via Bamburgh and its magnificent castle, into the
famous town of Seahouses. Boy, was it busy! Uncle Tom, Cobley and all were
there! Cars were parked along the sand dunes, car parks were busy. Clearly half
of Newcastle goes there on a sunny Sunday afternoon! A tootle back along the
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coast was next, passing Dunstanburgh Castle, which we hummed and hahhed
about visiting, as time was a bit tight, and then on back to the Cook & Barker.
Pork for me tonight, with a glass of white wine. The weekend had passed so
quickly.
Monday morning – sadly time to drive home. But another nice day. We headed
off down the A1 cutting inland via Consett, and then stopped in Kirby Stephen for
lunch. A gentle drive back from there, and we were back home mid afternoon.
Time to wash and clean the RV8 for SYCO night.
I know that everyone will agree that this was another perfect weekend, and our
thanks go to Mick Bamber who took on the mantle of completing what Bill had
already started, and also to Paul for testing the routes in preparation.
Roll on next year! Mick & Paul?

GODFREY
All ready to hit the town
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Bamburgh Castle

Andy & Tony on field duty

Trevor – about to get the roof down
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Restoration of MG TC by David Bulmer
We moved to this area from Northwich where we had lived for 30 years to be closer to our family. A
requirement for me in finding our new house was that it must have a double garage, a luxury not
before enjoyed. Having been retired for some years and having the time but not the facilities I now
fancied owning and restoring a classic car. I owned 4 MG’s as everyday transport in the 1970’s and
80’s in fact my first car age 18 was a Midget. Some say it’s in the blood, so an MG it should be. I liked
the older ones especially the J2 and PA but as a restoration for a beginner thought that a TA or TC
would be best as everything is available. We had some building works done on the house and to my
surprise a green TA resided on the development. One day I saw a chap in a wheel chair looking at his
TA so went over to introduce myself, it was of course Bill Ryding and we got on well from the start.
The next thing was to find one, not that easy if you want one for restoration, but Bill had loads of
connections and came up with a list. There are always a few TC’s available in various conditions
more often than not older restorations that needed doing again, the problem is the owners often
have an optimistic view of what they are worth and if you pay their valuations plus the restoration
costs you have spent well over what the car is worth. Anyway I found one in Devon that was
realistically priced, a runner but rough. I has it trailered home and drove it round to Bills for him to
have a look, he was really pleased to see his TA and a TC on his driveway. I asked him would it be
difficult and he asked me was I any good at DIY, I said I was OK and he said that will be fine then.
Then it was back to my garage for the strip down. Sadly Bill would not see the car finished.
I started in October 2016 and I took reference photos but as it turned out when it came to putting it
back together not enough. I did not intend to go flat out at working on the car but spent about 4
hours per day 4 days a week over the winter. I wanted it finished by spring 2017. Bill had put me in
touch with Andy Shultz who advised me and worked on the car in my garage on jobs I found difficult
to do or did not know how to do, for example removing and replacing all the suspension bushes. He
told me everything takes longer than you think and he was right. Once stripped to the frame one of
the longest jobs was getting it and other parts clean after decades of oil as the result of leaks, the
frame was surprisingly light so I could turn it over. 10 litres of degreaser later and it was ready for
POR metal prep then paint in POR 15.
An inspection of the tub showed the timber was sound, it had been off the car in 2009 and repaired.
The panels went off for stripping at Ribble Tech and on Andy’s advice I went to see Heaton’s for the
paint work. Andy delivered the tub and that would be stripped back to bare metal. One of the front
wings was found to be full of holes that could not be seen before stripping, an option was to try and
source another but that could be as bad as you can’t tell until the paint comes off. I did reuse the
wing in the end as Heaton’s filled all of the holes using the traditional “leading” method.
Finding a re chromer can be a problem as there are less about, I went to one in Manchester but did
not like the look of it, and one in Leeds that turned out they only chrome don’t repair, so there was
no alternative but to send the items off to a traditional metal finisher and Andy recommended
Castle Chrome in the midlands who repaired the radiator and headlamp shells as well as chroming
20 or so other parts.
The wiring loom came from Autosparks who supply to Moss etc., but with the Moss or NTG ones you
don’t get the built in conduit and have to unravel the metal to get it round the wiring, whereas
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Autosparks build it in when making, that’s the sort of information you get from people who have
done a rebuild themselves. While the tub and parts were being painted the frame was then built
back up to a rolling chassis. One of the key things I learnt was to plan the work so items that have a
long lead time like paintwork or re chroming.
Everything was refurbished, repaired or replaced. I chose a 2 tone red finish that was available on
the pre-war cars but is not correct for the TC, I also had a bespoke aluminium dash with instrument
surrounds made reminiscent of the early cars again correct for the TC but I like it that way. The carbs
that came with it worked but the spindles were so worn thus letting in air and affecting the slow
running and balance. I decided to part ex them for a fully refurbished set as rebushing only the carbs
is expensive in its own right and would have meant sending them off and waiting quite a few weeks.
The car was built in 1949 and exported to the USA; it is known that it resided in New York State and
later in Ontario Canada. It came back to the UK in 2006 which is when the previous owner acquired
it and he applied for an age related registration from DVLA. The engine was changed some time in its
history we don’t know why, a guess would be it froze and cracked the block because there is
evidence of the radiator being repaired as if blown out by freezing. The engine is an XPAG from a
Wolsey which were commonly available. For some reason the engine mounts were fabricated
instead of having the correct TC engine mounting plate and mountings fitted. This was rectified in
the rebuild for the correct parts. The car has the 5 speed all synchro Ford gearbox and VW steering
rack which is surprisingly good, fitted by the previous owner.
I am happy with the result and enjoyed the rebuild, though there were times of frustration in re
fitting the body panels as they did not go back as well as expected. The learnings for me were; it’s
going to take longer than you think, it’s going to cost more and you need contacts that can advise
and help. The TC will always be a popular car which is understandable given its 1930’s look; I am
pleased I have one.
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Preston & District MG
Enthusiasts Club.
17th Lancashire Lanes
Run.
Sun 20thAugust 2017

Enquires to: Tony Sharples – Tel
01772 495417

Entry form attached, if interested please complete and return

Sunday 20th August 2017.
The 17th Annual
Lancashire Lanes Run
Driver
Passenger
ADDRESS:

POSTCODE
TEL No:
MAKE of CAR
MODEL
YEAR
REG No:
CAR CLUB
e-mail address
Car with Passenger

£13.00

Number of additional passengers @ £2.00
Total

Entry Fee of £13.00 per car (driver and passenger), which includes, tea or
coffee with biscuits at the start, rally plate, and tulip style route book.
For additional passengers please add £2.00 each.
The run will be approximately 90+ miles, starting and finishing at:
Dobbies Garden Centre
(Blackpool Road, Clifton, Nr Preston, PR4 0XL)
Please make cheques payable to: - Preston & District MGEC
Closing date for entries is the 7th August.
Please include an e-mail address or a stamped, self-addressed envelope
for acknowledgement of receipt and for details of the start venue etc.
Send entry form and cheque to:

Tony Sharples
31 Riverside Avenue
Farington Moss
Leyland
Lancashire
PR26 6RQ
Tel: - 01772 495417

Bills weekend romp
A couple more of the group in Northumberland

Stuart Rileys winning car at the SYCO event

Graham during the Lostock Hall carnival parade

Fleetwood tram day

One “enthusiast” requires ultra close up photo`s to check the authenticity of Trevors nuts.

PRESTON & DISTRICT MG ENTHUSIASTS CLUB
Calendar of Club Events 2017
The table below gives the dates for the events that we will be running in 2017.
Further details for each event will be published nearer the time in the Newsletter and generally be broadcast by email shortly before.
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

31st
28th
28th
9th
23rd
25th
14th
30th
23/26th
27th
9th
25th
20th
29th
26th
8th
24th
4th
28th
2nd or 9th
27th

Tue
Tue
Tue
Sun
Sun
Tue
Sun
Tue

AGM
Club Night - Bowling at Lakeside 8.30pm start
Club Night - Speaker (Norman Harris)
Club Run & Lunch
Drive It Day - Club Run & Lunch
Club Night - 1st Rocker Box & Paper Plane Races
Drive It Day - Club Run & Lunch
Autotest - Schultz Palace
NTBHWE - Northumberland
Tue Club Night - SYCO
Sun Club Run & Lunch including the Treasure Hunt
Tue Club Night - Evening Run
Sun Lancashire Lanes Run
Tue Club Night (details to be advised)
Tue Club Night (Possibly 2nd Rocker Box Race)
Sun Sunday Run & Lunch
Tue Club Night (Rocker Box race or Speaker)
Sat Bonfire, fireworks at the Schultz Estate
Tue Club Night - inc. a Christmas Quiz
Sat Annual Dinner - (Ashton & Lea GC?)
Wed Cold Turkey Run

The table below gives dates for the events that we will visit as a club or may be of interest to members. As it is early
in the year we are still waiting for confirmation of some dates.
Further details for each event will be published nearer the time in the Newsletter and generally be broadcast by email shortly before.
Mar

19th

Sun

May

28th

Sun

Wrea Green Classic Show (1-3pm)

Provisional Date

Jun

10th
11th
25th

Sat
Sun
Sun

Barbon Manor Hill Climb - Kirby Lonsdale
Classic Car Show - Hoghton Tower
Classic Car Show - Towneley Park, Burnley

Provisional Date
9.00 meet @ B&Q
9.00 meet @ B&Q

Jul

1st
2nd
11th
16th
16th
16th
23rd
30th

Sat
Sun
Tue
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun

Lostock Hall Carnival (5 cars wanted)
Leighton Hall Classic Car Show
MG Octagon Classic Car Show - Canberra Club
14th Black Pudding Run - Bury
Fleetwood Tram Day
Yorkshire Pudding Run
24th Pendle Run
Lytham Hall Classic Car Show

9.00 meet @ Phantom Winger
Provisional date
Provisional Date
9.30 meet @ Ribble Pilot
Provisional Date
Provisional Date

6th

Sun

Northern National, Pateley Bridge

9.00 meet @ TBA

Aug

26-28th
Sep

2nd
11th
16/17th
24th

Oulton Park Gold Cup Race Meeting
Sat Oulton Park - MG Race Meeting 11am - 4pm
Mon Fairhaven Classic Car Show (inc participation)
Sat/Sun
Event City Manchester Classic Car Show
Sun Canberra Club meeting - BAE

9.30 Charnock R. Services
Provisional Date

Committee, Contacts and Useful Information
Officers
Chairman Tony Sharples
Tel: 01772 495417 Mobile: 07941 679121
tony.sharples@blueyonder,co,uk
Secretary Godfrey Dennis
Tel: 01772 640841 Mobile: 07780 682592
grf.dennis@gmail.com
Treasurer Mick Bamber
Tel: 01772 321559 Mobile: 07730 435929
mick@mcbamber.com
General Committee
Vice Chairman Kevin Doran
Tel: 01772 877285 Mobile: 07746 366722
kevin.doran6@btopenworld.com
Membership - Gordon Mallett
Tel: 01282 429658 Mobile: 07725 503888
gordon.mg@btinternet.com
Newsletter Editor - Paul Heyes
Tel: 0161 725 9966 Mobile: 07930 313459
paulstuartheyes@hotmail.com
Note; All articles to the editor by 15th of the month by e-mail please.
Website Liaison - Neil McLeod
Tel: Mobile: 07921 089680
neil_mcleod2@outlook.com
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Webmaster: Michael Hart
Tel: 01772 725275 Mobile: 07505 261593
blue_icarian_wings@hotmail.com

Trading Members
Andy Schultz – Cuerden Classics (the club’s technical consultant)
Tel: 01772 627120 Mobile: 07817 1731
andypr55xq@googlemail.com

